Privacy and cancellation policy

The Tourism, Leisure and Recreation Working Group of the Spanish Geography Association (AGE) informs you that the data collected through this form will be treated in accordance with the provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of 27 April 2016 (GDPR), regarding to the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and the free movement of such data, and with the Spanish Organic Law 3/2018, of December 5, on Data Protection of Personal Character and guarantee of digital rights.

Personal data provided are confidential and are intended only to manage attendance and participation to the XVII International Colloquium on Tourism AGE-IGU. The data will not be transferred to third parties or companies.

According to current regulations, those who supply us with their data can exercise their rights of access, rectification or deletion, limiting treatment, portability, opposition and revocation of consent by writing to the Secretary of the Colloquium: tourism.age.igu@gmail.com or contacting directly the Organizing Committee of the Colloquium at the UAB (C/ de la Fortuna, s/n, 08193 Cerdanyola del Vallès. Barcelona. Spain).

Cancellation of registration to the Colloquium can be made by application to the organization to the following address: tourism.age.igu@gmail.com. Until the 7th of September 2020, 50% of the total payment made will be returned. From that date onwards, no returns will be made. To register for the Colloquium and make the corresponding payment it is necessary to be 18 or older.
XVII INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM ON TOURISM
AGE-IGU

TOURISM SUSTAINABILITY: OVER-TOURISM VS UNDER-TOURISM

5th to 9th of October 2020
October 10th field-trip
Barcelona and Maó (Menorca)